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ABSTRACT
Data Mining is a striking tool for obtaining appreciated information from huge quantity of available information that can be
utilized further for taking right judgments. Numerous approaches are presented for emerging cost-effective results from the
potential data. Mining of data by applying conditioning rule has predictably utilized for objective of reveling rules in
medical applications. Recognition of different disease such as kidney, diabetes, and heart attack etc. from huge number of
estimate and proof is an area of great attention for investigators which are not free from false assumption and unpredictable
outcomes. Hence there was terrific requirement to use valuable output resulting from information of patients gathered in our
data storehouse. The motive of this work is to concurrently improve parameters and feature subset without debasing
classification accuracy. We introduce a genetic algorithm technique for feature selection and parameters optimization to
resolve these kinds of problems. In this paper we design an algorithm that enhances accuracy of diseases prediction system
named as MLP.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
In medical domain, data mining has unlimited potential for discovering concealed patterns of data sets and further useful for
clinical diagnosis. Data requires to be managed in proper manner as available data is in heterogeneous form and is in very
large amount. To hide patterns in data, data mining approach provide a user-oriented technique. As said by World Health
Organization, 12 million deaths take place globally each year because of Heart, Brest cancer, and kidney, diabetes diseases.
Predictive analysis of diseases is considered as a significant yet complex mission that requires to be implemented precisely
and professionally. The mechanization of this field would be tremendously helpful. Since all the surgeons do not keep
strength in each subject and furthermore there is lack of people at some areas. Consequently, an AMD method would
possibly be helpful by bringing all of them organized at one place. Correct and effective execution of automated system
requires a reasonable survey of several methods and algorithms available. In this paper we mainly focus on following type
of diseases: Diabetes Diseases, Heart Diseases, Kidney Diseases and Brest cancer Diseases. There are many researches had
been done in this field, which we explain in the following section?
For prediction and diagnosis of diabetes one of a kind classification and clustering algorithms are utilized. On Pima India
diabetes dataset,[10]SVM was applied to diagnose diabetes. Author [7] Propose that utilizing ANF Inference framework
indicates a superior accuracy for diabetes diagnosis and cancer prediction. Another author [8] also gives data concerning
accuracy of Naive Bayes classifier and K –means algorithm. With the help of these techniques we can achieve accuracy
around 80%. Another author [11] had been advised a novel technique named Expectation–Maximization (EM0), Loyd’s H
way+ algorithm and genetic algorithm. EM algorithm becomes erroneous when dataset dimension is excessive [11].
For diabetes prediction, Decision tree is utilized which attain 78.17% accuracy [12]. In [12] for identification of pattern and
binary classification back propagation and ANN units are utilized. In [13] prediction of diabetes had been performed with
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the help of K predicting technique and Amalgam KNN- a hybrid of KNN with multistep preprocess. Fundamental statement
is to strengthen K means efficiency with KNN classification for diabetes prediction. Mostly researcher give attention
towards Neural Network, Data clustered algorithms, Hybrid Genetic Algorithm and Fuzzy Logic algorithm [9].
In this work, for the sake of prediction diabetic dataset is given as input; for the purpose of diagnosis fuzzy logic is utilized
and at the end for accuracy evaluation hybrid genetic algorithm is utilized. In [9] author also introduces noise factors which
effect neural network and accuracy in result.
In [14] analysis of diabetes is performed through Learning Machine.
Section II of the paper represent proposed methodology and last section illustrate experimental results of our proposed
technique.
II.
METHODOLOGY
In this research work, we basically work on sequence of dataset. For feature extraction we use Multi-Layer Perceptron
(MLP).
Apart from input and output layer MLP comprises one or more hidden layers. Single layer perceptron is capable to learn
linear functions, but if we want to learn non – linear functions we need multi-layer perceptron.
Below fig 1.1 indicates multi-layer perceptron with a single hidden layer. In the figure only three weights (w0, w1, w2) are
indicate but in actual each connection have weights linked with them.
Input Layer: At the input layer there are three nodes. First node named bias node has fixed value i.e. 1other two nodes take
external input as X1 and X2. The value of X1 and X2 are depending upon input dataset it may contain numerical values. As
deliberated above, at input layer there is no computation performed, because of this the outputs from nodes in the Input layer
are 1, X1 and X2 respectively, which are fed into the Hidden Layer.
Hidden Layer: Same as input layer this layer also contains three layers with initial layer Bias node having an output of 1.
On the other hand output of other nodes depends upon Input layer output along with weights connected with edges. From
below fig we show the output calculation for one of the hidden nodes. In the same way, other hidden layer output is
computed. Reminisce that f denotes to activation function. These outputs are then nursed to nodes in Output layer.

Figure 1.1: a multi- layer perceptron having one hidden layer
Output Layer: This layer contains two nodes, in which input is taken form hidden layer and perform similar computations
as indicate for the painted hidden node.The values computed (Y1 and Y2) as an output of these computations performance
as outputs of the Multi-Layer Perceptron.
Given a X = (x1, x2 …) features set and a target y, a Multi-Layer Perceptron can acquire relationship among features and
target, for either classification or regression.
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III.

RESULTS

The Data Mining techniques are quite helpful in one the stages of Predictive Analysis of Diseases. In this work we mainly
focus on four parameters i.e. Accuracy, Precision, Recall, F- measure.
Accuracy: This refers to the classifiers capability to properly measure intrusions from training dataset. This is explained as
the ratio of correctly classified data to total classified data.
𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁
Accuracy =
𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃+𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑁
In Which, TP = True Positive
TN = True Negative
FP = False Positive
FN = False Negative
False Positive Ratio
This is one of the major factors to discover the efficiency of numerous models and also the main concern while network
setup. A normal data is deliberated as abnormal or attack type data. It is demonstrated as:
𝐹𝑃
FPR = 𝐹𝑃+𝑇𝑁
False Negative Ratio
This is one of the major factors utilized to define a network intrusion device's incapability to find true security
events under certain circumstances. An abnormal data is not detected and considered as normal data. It is defined as:
𝐹𝑃
FNR = 𝐹𝑁+𝑇𝑁
Recall: Recall is how many relevant items are selected. It is a ratio of true positive to sum of true positive and false
negative. In medical diagnosis, test sensitivity (Recall) is the capability of a test to correctly identify those with the disease
(true positive rate). If the test is extremely Recall and test outcome is negative you can be closely sure that they don’t have
disease.
𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 = 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠/ (𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 + 𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑛𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒)
Precision: Precision is how many selected items are relevant. It is a ratio of true positive to sum of true positive and false
positive. Test specificity is ability of test to correctly recognize those without the disease (true negative rate).If the test
output for an extremely specific test is positive you can be nearly sure that they really have disease.
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑛𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠/ (𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑛𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 + 𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠)
F-measure: System F-measure is demonstrated as weighted harmonic mean of its precision and recall, that is
1
𝐹= 1
1 Where the weight 𝛼 ∈ [0,1].
𝛼 +(1−𝛼)
𝑃

𝑅

In our proposed method we are going to work on above four parameters. For the sake of comparison, result of our proposed
classifier i.e. MLPis compared with other classifiers i.e. KNN.
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Classifiers

Table 1.1 Comparison table
Kidney
Diabetes

Heart

Brest Cancer

93.3962

73.6912

50

89.678

100

77.3577

50

68.127

Precision

86.7925

66.9903

100

75.880

F-measure

92.9293

71.8017

66.6667

61.891

Accuracy

100

100

100

100

Recall

100

100

100

100

Precision

100

100

100

100

F-measure

100

100

100

100

𝑫𝒊𝒔𝒆𝒂𝒔𝒆𝒔
⁄ 𝑷𝒂𝒓𝒂𝒎𝒆𝒕𝒆𝒓𝒔
Accuracy
Recall

KNN

MLP

Comparison of classified accuracy with different
data set
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Figure 1.2: Accuracy Analysis of four Approaches

In above research, the output displays the average performance of different data sets. These models are compared on
the basis of each individual fold or rounds. Experimentation result shows that the MLP approach is more accurate as associate
to other existing System. Accuracy of a proposed model is 100% as shown in the Figure 1.2. This proposed method performs
better existing system. To check the robustness and efficiency of any model, parameters comparison like False Positive Rate
and False Negative Rate is computed.
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Comparison of classified Recall with different data
set
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Figure 1.3: Recall Analysis of four Approaches
Comparison of classified Precision with
different data set
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Figure 1.4: Precision Analysis of four Approaches
Comparison of classified F- measure with
different data set
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Figure 1.5: F- measure Analysis of four Approaches
IV. CONCLUSION
Data mining strategies had been generously utilized within field of medical diagnosis and prognosis in literature. This work
notably places center of attention on feature relevance and classification systems to accurately categorize disease related to
diabetes. Data mining can be used for assessing targeted disease patterns, restorative data extraction, patient backing and
administration and discovering of clinical parameters. Here an algorithm is proposed that predicts four different diseases i.e.
Kidney, diabetes, heart and Brest cancer which makes use of MLP. From results it is clear that our proposed, algorithm give
100% results in case of Accuracy, Precision, Recall and F- measure and improves performance of system.
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